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89 phrases using the fifth 100 Fry Instant Sight Words 

The shape of things It’s half done. The front wheels 

Bring the material here I gave her a box. Twelve inches to a foot 

What did it contain? I’ll wait till ten. Ten more minutes 

The force is with you. Oh boy. He stood his ground. 

All systems are go. The stars shone. The rest of the class 

Power to the people A good person The light shone brightly 

We built that house. The island was warm. A common language 

Include me in the picture It’s finally over. It became clear 

I cannot do this. I feel strong. It’s a special game. 

Who brought the cake? The surface of the ocean Go to first base 

Though it is now over. He decided quickly. Read the note. 

Feel the warm ocean Inside the box Not yet. 

An English muffin Six years ago The race course 

A green island Less than a week The ball game 

The round ball The green machine A dark night 

Last week Fly the plane. A pair of stars 

A special day Stay on the boat. The rules of government 

I object to that The deep ocean I understand now. 

The surface of the ocean The dry ground The size of the building 

The first course is soup. Six smart scientists Check the heat 

Check the facts The round ball A math equation 

It’s strong material. We ran behind it. The answer is yes. 

Inside the building Explain it carefully It was filled with water. 

State government The facts are known. Nothing is final. 

Think quickly Across the street The heavy object 

The stars came out. Nouns and verbs We are able to produce 

The English language A correct answer We’re in hot water. 

Thousands of years ago I am fine. Among my family 

Circle the wagons Bring a thousand balls. My circle of friends 

An English road We cannot lose.  


